There are two required texts for this course (which are the same as the ones required in your Contracts I course last semester):

*Ayres and Klass, Studies in Contract Law (8th ed) (CB)*

*Farnsworth, et. al., Selections for Contracts (13th ed or post-2011 editions)*

For our first class on Tuesday, January 13, 2015, please prepare the following readings:

1. Overview: Contracts II; Statute of Frauds.
   
a. Why Contract Law? (review from last semester) CB: 47-52;
   
b. Formation Defenses (overview) CB: 405-06
   
c. Formation Defenses (Statute of Frauds, Common Law) CB: 406-26

Note: A full syllabus will be posted online on the TWEN Site under "Syllabus".